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Background: Cardiac alternans is an important precursor to arrhythmia, facilitating
formation of conduction block, and re-entry. Diseased hearts were observed to
be particularly vulnerable to alternans, mainly in heart failure or after myocardial
infarction. Alternans is typically linked to oscillation of calcium cycling, particularly in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). While the role of SR calcium reuptake in alternans is well
established, the role of altered calcium release by ryanodine receptors has not yet been
studied extensively. At the same time, there is strong evidence that calcium release is
abnormal in heart failure and other heart diseases, suggesting that these changes might
play a pro-alternans role.

Aims: To demonstrate how changes to intracellular calcium release dynamics and
magnitude affect alternans vulnerability.

Methods: We used the state-of-the-art Heijman–Rudy and O’Hara–Rudy computer
models of ventricular myocyte, given their detailed representation of calcium handling
and their previous utility in alternans research. We modified the models to obtain precise
control over SR release dynamics and magnitude, allowing for the evaluation of these
properties in alternans formation and suppression.

Results: Shorter time to peak SR release and shorter release duration decrease
alternans vulnerability by improved refilling of releasable calcium within junctional SR;
conversely, slow release promotes alternans. Modulating the total amount of calcium
released, we show that sufficiently increased calcium release may surprisingly prevent
alternans via a mechanism linked to the functional depletion of junctional SR during
release. We show that this mechanism underlies differences between “eye-type” and
“fork-type” alternans, which were observed in human in vivo and in silico. We also
provide a detailed explanation of alternans formation in the given computer models,
termed “sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium cycling refractoriness.” The mechanism relies
on the steep SR load–release relationship, combined with relatively limited rate of
junctional SR refilling.
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Conclusion: Both altered dynamics and magnitude of SR calcium release modulate
alternans vulnerability. In particular, slow dynamics of SR release, such as those
observed in heart failure, promote alternans. Therefore, acceleration of intracellular
calcium release, e.g., via synchronization of calcium sparks, may inhibit alternans in
failing hearts and reduce arrhythmia occurrence.

Keywords: alternans, calcium handling, calcium release, calcium release dynamics, sarcoplasmic reticulum
cycling, computer modeling

INTRODUCTION

Repolarization alternans, the alternation of long and short
action potential durations (APD), has been linked to the
incidence of ventricular fibrillation and sudden cardiac death
(Pastore et al., 1999; Wilson and Rosenbaum, 2007). Episodes
of fibrillation were observed to be consistently preceded by
alternans formation both in ventricles (Wilson et al., 2009)
and atria (Narayan et al., 2011), suggesting that alternans
importantly contributes to arrhythmogenesis. At the cellular
level, repolarization alternans has been extensively researched
both experimentally and computationally (Díaz et al., 2004;
Szentesi et al., 2004; Weiss et al., 2006; Livshitz and Rudy,
2007; Kanaporis and Blatter, 2015; Bayer et al., 2016; Qu et al.,
2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Tomek et al., 2017). Alternans may
be driven primarily by steep APD restitution, or by oscillations
in calcium handling (Pruvot et al., 2004). In the calcium-
driven alternans hypothesis, calcium alternans consist of calcium
transient amplitude oscillation between subsequent beats, which
then translate into repolarization alternans via sodium-calcium
exchanger and other calcium-sensitive currents (Livshitz and
Rudy, 2007; Edwards and Blatter, 2014).

Multiple heart diseases are associated with an increased
vulnerability to alternans, particularly heart failure (Kodama
et al., 2004; Wilson et al., 2009), as well as hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy (Cannon et al., 1986), or myocardial infarction
(Gardner et al., 2015). It is known that cardiac remodeling in
heart failure and other diseases alters both intracellular calcium
release (Lindner et al., 2002) and reuptake (Kho et al., 2012)
within cardiomyocytes. While reduced reuptake capacity has
been linked to alternans vulnerability (Weiss et al., 2006; Qu
et al., 2007), the relationship between altered calcium release
and alternans vulnerability is less clear. Ryanodine receptor
leakiness has been identified both as a promotor and a suppressor
of alternans (Lehnart et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2008). However,
the precise mechanisms by which calcium release properties
regulate alternans vulnerability in large mammalian hearts are
not known. This may be important to better understand pro-
arrhythmia mechanisms in diseased hearts with altered calcium
release mechanisms.

The main goal of this work is to characterize how altered
properties of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) calcium release
modulate alternans vulnerability, contributing to the explanation
of alternans vulnerability in heart failure and other diseases. We
focus at two features of SR release: the dynamics (how quickly is
a given amount of calcium released) and magnitude (how much
calcium is released in total), showing that both factors modulate
alternans. To study the properties of altered calcium release

with respect to alternans, we utilize computational modeling
of cardiomycytes, which provides excellent observability and
control of the studied systems. We used the state-of-the-art
model of ventricular myocyte by Heijman et al. (2011), which
is the most up-to-date version of the Hund–Rudy model (Hund
and Rudy, 2004; Livshitz and Rudy, 2007; Decker et al., 2009)
and the ORd model (O’Hara et al., 2011). Both models have
been extensively validated against experimental data, contain a
detailed model of calcium handling, and were used for study
of various aspects of alternans (Livshitz and Rudy, 2007; Zhou
et al., 2016; Tomek et al., 2017). The major advantage of these
models is the compartmentalization of the SR. This allows the
study of calcium cycling within SR, which was suggested to be an
important modulator of cellular calcium handling (Ramay et al.,
2011) and alternans (Kihara and Morgan, 1991). We demonstrate
in this work that this cycling underlies alternans in the studied
models and that this is important for the interpretation of our
results on alternans and SR release properties.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Computational Models of Membrane
Kinetics and Calcium Handling
The primary model used in this study is Heijman–Rudy (HeRd)
(Figure 1), a model of canine ventricular myocyte (Heijman
et al., 2011); the β-adrenergic component of the model was
not used in this study. In addition, we used the O’Hara–Rudy
(ORd) model of human ventricular myocyte (O’Hara et al., 2011)
in Section Results: Increased and Decreased Magnitude of SR
Release Attenuates Alternans to directly link our mechanistic
insight to a previously published study utilizing this model. The
ORd model has the same compartmentalization as HeRd, but
contains human-specific formulations of ionic currents. Codes
for both models were downloaded from the website of the lab of
Prof. Yoram Rudy1.

Action potential duration (APD) alternans at a given time
point was defined as the difference in APD90 (APD at 90%
repolarization level) between two consecutive action potentials.

Below is listed methodology for the respectively numbered
“Results” sections.

Stimulation Protocols
At all pacing rates, simulated cells were paced for 2500 beats
to reach quasi-stable state as shown previously (Tomek et al.,
2017). In a system manifesting alternans, true stability is

1http://rudylab.wustl.edu/research/cell/code/AllCodes.html
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FIGURE 1 | A diagram of the HeRd model of ventricular cardiomyocyte and an overview of calcium handling. Shown are transmembrane currents,
compartmentalized sarcoplasmic reticulum and the associated fluxes, and CaMKII signaling. β-adrenergic signaling components in the model were not used in this
study. The calcium handling components relevant for alternans are highlighted in orange font. Green arrows indicate which components are regulated by CaMKII, an
important regulator of calcium handling. Within an action potential, calcium handling in the model works as follows: L-type calcium current (ICaL) induces an influx of
calcium which is sensed by ryanodine receptors (RyR). This induces a large-magnitude release of calcium, Jrel, via RyR (this process is termed CICR:
calcium-induced calcium release). The amount of calcium released via RyR depends mainly on the calcium stimulus via ICaL and the load–release relationship of
junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum containing RyR (JSR): the fuller the JSR is, the more calcium it releases (Shannon et al., 2000). This relationship is steep, as shown
in a previous study of the Hund-Rudy model (Livshitz and Rudy, 2007) and experiments (Shannon et al., 2000), i.e., a relatively small increase in JSR contents may
increase fractional release considerably. The released calcium then diffuses to the intracellular space (Jdiff) and eventually to SERCA pumps, which reuptake the
calcium back to network sarcoplasmic reticulum containing SERCA pumps (NSR). Ultimately, within sarcoplasmic reticulum, calcium diffuses from NSR to JSR along
the concentration gradient (Jtr), from where it may be released in the next action potential. SS codes the junctional calcium subspace where the calcium influx via
ICaL stimulates ryanodine receptors. The figure is based on Heijman et al. (2011).

FIGURE 2 | Altering SR release dynamics at bcl 260 and 300 in the HeRd model: (A) The relationship between altered time constant of RyR release and total
amount of calcium released over two consecutive action potentials at two pacing rates. In solid lines is shown the relationship after the application of compensatory
rescaling of ICaL conductance, as described in the main manuscript. The dashed lines show how the relationship between altered SR release time constant and total
calcium release would have looked without such scaling. (B) An illustration of the approximation of native HeRd Jrel using a triangle. Throughout the article,
parameters varied are the release duration, time to peak release, and total calcium released.

impossible, given the presence of oscillations in APD and ionic
concentrations. We term the cellular model to be in a quasi-
stable state when the maximum and minimum of each of the
following variables during two consecutive beats change less than
0.2% per 100 beats: membrane potential, intracellular calcium,
intracellular potassium, and intracellular sodium. Maxima and

minima of beat pairs are used to allow cells manifesting
alternans to be considered stabilized. For convenience, “stable
state” is used instead of “quasi-stable state” in the rest of the
article.

When evaluating the effect of altered time constant of
diffusion between the network sarcoplasmic reticulum (NSR) and
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the junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum (JSR), cells were first pre-
paced for 2500 beats at base cycle lengths 260, 300, and 340.
Subsequently, the pre-paced cells were loaded and paced for 2500
more beats with both reduced and increased time constant (60,
70,...,140% of original value) and alternans was measured at the
end of the 2500 beats.

Model Modifications to Investigate SR
Release Dynamics
To modulate the key features of SR release dynamics, the time
to peak release and release duration, we scaled the ryanodine
receptor (RyR) release time constant. While changing the RyR
release time constant exerts only a small effect on total amount
of calcium released (lowering time constant slightly lowers
total calcium released and vice versa), it could nevertheless
theoretically confound the result achieved. To account for this,
we scaled the L-type calcium current (ICaL) conductance in
addition to the time constant to achieve a near–flat relationship
between the time constant and total calcium released (Figure 2A,
solid lines; dashed lines show the relationship without ICaL
scaling). For time constant multipliers of 0.4, 0.5,...,1.6, the
corresponding multipliers of ICaL conductance at base cycle
length (bcl) 260 were: 1.0823, 1.0643, 1.0479, 1.0334, 1.0204,
1.0057, 1.0000, 0.9949, 0.9901, 0.9854, 0.9810, 0.9673, and 0.9545.
At bcl 300, the corresponding ICaL conductance multipliers were:
1.0949, 1.0772, 1.0593, 1.0425, 1.0269, 1.0129, 1.0000, 0.9882,
0.9772, 0.9690, 0.9650, 0.9605, and 0.9558.

In order to separate two aspects of SR release dynamics, the
time to peak release and the release duration, we modified the
model to allow a clamp of SR release Jrel in the form of a
triangle approximating a native release (Figure 2B). Concretely,
the triangular release starts 1 ms after the stimulus administration
(similarly to normal SR release) and has three parameters: release
duration (base width of the triangle), time to peak (position
of the triangle peak), and total calcium released (area of the
triangle).

The triangular clamp was applied after a cell was pre-paced to a
stable state using its native SR release formulation. The prepacing
was performed for 2500 beats at 400 ms bcl. At this pacing rate
the cell does not manifest alternans, but the pacing frequency
is fast enough to activate CaMKII and other rate-dependent
mechanisms. Calcium leak from JSR (Ileak,JSR) was set to 0 when
the triangular clamp was used so that the total SR release was
equal to the value imposed by the triangular clamp and it was
not “contaminated” by additional JSR leak.

In order to assess the vulnerability of cells with clamped SR
release to alternans, we use a proxy termed “alternans threshold”
related to the capability of the cell to refill the JSR following a
calcium release. Specifically, we loaded from a file a pre-paced
stable-state cell and simulated a single AP with a clamped SR
release of given parameters, observing the ability of the cell
to refill JSR to the same value as at the beginning of the AP
within 400 ms. We searched a range of values of release duration
(5–40 ms) and time to peak release (2–35 ms).

• For each of these combinations, we searched a range of
values of the total amount of calcium released (effectively

stretching the release triangle vertically). Each tested
combination of release duration, time to peak release,
and total amount of calcium released was simulated after
loading a pre-paced stable state, i.e., the simulations were
entirely independent.
• “Alternans threshold” is the level of total calcium released

above which a cell with the given release duration and
time to peak release fails to refill the JSR to the pre-release
state within the APD. The intuition underlying the term
“alternans threshold” is that in the given family of models,
alternans starts following a failure to refill the JSR, which
then leads to further oscillation of the calcium handling
subsystem.

Modulating SR Release Magnitude
A second change to the release properties performed in this
work was changing the total amount of calcium released (SR
release integral). In order to control this, we used a proxy in
the form of scaling ICaL with a multiplier of its conductance, as
there is a near–linear relationship between the scaling factor of
ICaL and the respective increase in SR release integral in both
considered models (Figures 3A,B). Scaling ICaL instead of release
properties to control total SR release is appealing, as it is possible
to maintain the original formulation of SR release. Consequently,
any results achieved may be linked to amount of calcium released,
as opposed to other changes to the RyR model which could
confound the analysis.

RESULTS

Mechanisms of Alternans Driven by SR
Cycling Refractoriness
Cardiac alternans is generally thought to arise predominantly
from the oscillation of calcium subsystem of cardiomyocytes
(Weiss et al., 2006). Livshitz and Rudy (2007) have also shown
that this is the case in the Rudy-family of models. However,
it remains to be elucidated how exactly the models enter the
calcium oscillations in the first place.

We hypothesized that the rate of diffusion from NSR to JSR
could be a key factor in alternans formation. Slow diffusion
from NSR to JSR could limit timely refilling of JSR and facilitate
alternans, as first proposed by Kihara and Morgan (1991). To test
this hypothesis, we varied Jtr, the time constant of the NSR→JSR
diffusion in simulated cells, observing the impact on APD and
calcium transient alternans. Consistent with the hypothesis,
a reduction in the diffusion time constant (corresponding to
accelerated NSR→JSR diffusion) attenuated alternans in APD
and calcium transient (Figures 4A,B). Conversely, increased
diffusion time constant promoted alternans formation: Even at
300 ms bcl pacing, when a cell with normal diffusion rate did not
manifest alternans, sufficiently diminished diffusion rate (high
time constant) allowed alternans to occur.

We now reconstruct how alternans is sustained, focusing
on two consecutive action potentials during stable-state APD
and calcium alternans (Figures 5A,B). At the start of the first
action potential, the JSR calcium concentration is high (x1 in
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FIGURE 3 | Near-linear relationship between ICaL multiplier and total SR release in the HeRd and ORd models. Shown are results in the HeRd model (A) and the
ORd model, endocardial, and epicardial (B). Relative increase in total SR release (Jrel integral) for a given ICaL scaling factor is given as follows: let x be an ICaL scaling
factor and y be the resulting integral of Jrel over two action potentials after stable-state pre-pacing. Let a be the integral of Jrel over 2 APs for ICaL scaling factor of 1.
Then, relative Jrel integral is y/b. Integral over 2 APs is used to accommodate for alternans formation. In all cases, the model was paced until steady state for 2500
beats at bcl 260 ms.

FIGURE 4 | The effect of varying NSR→JSR diffusion time constant on alternans amplitude in the HeRd model. (A) The amplitude of APD alternans at two pacing
rates: 260 ms (where the baseline model with 100% value of time constant does manifest alternans) and 300 (where the baseline model does not manifest
alternans). (B) The amplitude of calcium transient (CaT) alternans. In insets are shown examples of calcium transients at the end of the simulation of 260 ms bcl
pacing, showing no alternans at 70% time constant, alternans at 100%, and exacerbated alternans at 130%.

Figure 5D), leading to a large release Jrel (y1 in Figure 5E). This
is followed by calcium diffusion from the junctional subspace to
SERCA pumps, allowing for reuptake into NSR (Figure 5G). Due
to the large depletion of JSR after the first release and a limited
rate of diffusion from NSR to JSR (Jtr, Figure 5F), JSR is refilled to
a lower value than at the beginning (x2 in Figure 5D). Crucially,
given that the JSR load–release relationship is steep (Figure 5C),
the following release is small (y2 in Figure 5E). That is, while the
JSR calcium concentration at the start of the first action potential
(x1) is not drastically higher than at the start of the second one
(x2), the first peak release y1 is approximately two times higher
than the second one y2. Total amount of calcium released in
the first release is 80% higher than in the second one, causing a
pronounced difference in JSR depletion. At the same time, the
amount of calcium refilled to the JSR is higher only by 23%

during the first action potential compared to the second one. The
NSR-JSR flux which may be integrated to obtain the amount of
calcium refilled is shown in Figure 5F. This insensitivity follows
from the fact that the NSR→JSR gradient is relatively high at
any point during the simulation (Figure 5D) and it is not as
strongly affected by JSR depletion. Therefore, the JSR refilling
is fast enough to restore JSR calcium concentration back to x1
within the second AP, perpetuating alternans.

Dynamics of JSR Release and Alternans:
Beyond Amount Released
In order to modulate the dynamics of SR release, we modulated
the time constant of SR release. Lowering the time constant
reduces the time to peak release (Figure 6A) and the release
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FIGURE 5 | An overview of key variables during alternans in the HeRd model. Two action potentials after reaching the stable state are shown, starting with a
prolonged action potential (A) with underlying large calcium transient (B). (C) The relationship between free JSR calcium and peak Jrel. (D) Free JSR calcium and
NSR calcium. Fluxes associated with SR shown are Jrel (E), Jtr (F), and Jup (G). The free Ca2+

[JSR] levels x1, x2 and peak release values y1, y2 are linked with
load–release relationship.

duration (Figure 6B), while increasing the time constant
conversely increases both features of SR release. Crucially,
setting the time constant of SR release lower than 80% of the
control value abolished alternans in a cell paced at 260 ms bcl
(Figure 6C). Conversely, sufficiently increased time constant of

SR release allowed alternans formation in a cell paced at 300 ms
bcl, which does not manifest alternans with baseline value of time
constant.

To further separate the influence of shortened time to peak
and release duration, we used clamping of SR release to a
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FIGURE 6 | Effect of altering SR release dynamics on alternans at 260 and
300 ms bcl in the HeRd model. Changes in time to peak release (A) and
duration of release at 90% release recovery (B) with scaling of SR release time
constant at two pacing rates. The bifurcations correspond to alternans of the
respective feature, concurrent with APD alternans (C).

triangular shape of given parameters (section “Materials and
Methods”). We assess the vulnerability of cells with a clamped
release based on their ability to refill the JSR to the starting
value, following a SR release, as this was shown to be a critical
determinant of alternans in the previous section. This indirect
approach to quantify alternans vulnerability is based on the
fact that clamping the SR, necessary for full control over the

release, may prevent alternans formation. For every combination
of parameters specifying the shape of the triangular release, we
search for the highest total JSR release (stretching the triangle
vertically), such that JSR is refilled to its initial value within the
action potential (details in section “Materials and Methods”).
This amount is termed “alternans threshold”: cells with a high
alternans threshold are more resistant to alternans formation
than ones with a low alternans threshold, as they can support a
larger release without failing to refill the JSR.

We mapped the alternans threshold over a range of pairs
of parameters of the SR release (base width, peak time). It
is apparent that both shortened release, as well as the earlier
peak release improve JSR refilling and are therefore expected to
attenuate alternans, confirming the importance of both aspects of
release dynamics (Figure 7A). Conversely, prolonged release and
longer time to peak facilitate alternans formation. Moreover, for
a fixed total calcium release, the amount of refilled calcium (Jtr
integral) increases with both reduced time to peak release and
release duration (Figure 7B), in line with increased resistance
to alternans. For both parameters, the alternans threshold and
amount of refilled calcium are affected even when the other
parameter is fixed, suggesting their independence.

In the case of earlier time to peak (Figure 7C, solid lines;
blue vs. red), the key factor is that JSR is depleted sooner
(Figure 7E, solid lines), providing more time for SR reuptake
and JSR refilling, resulting in higher final JSR concentration in
the case of earlier-peak release (Figure 7E, inset, solid lines).
In the case of short-duration release (Figure 7C, dashed lines,
orange vs. purple), the earlier JSR depletion plays a similar role
(Figure 7E, dashed lines). Furthermore, such a fast release of high
amplitude increases the extra-SR calcium concentration rapidly,
enhancing the SERCA reuptake rate and increasing the NSR
loading (Figure 7F, dashed lines). This increases the NSR→JSR
gradient and therefore also the JSR refilling rate Jtr. Consequently,
the final concentration of JSR is higher in the case of shorter
release (Figure 7E, inset, dashed line). We note that in the
case where the calcium fails to refill to the original value in
Figure 7E, the difference of the starting and final state is small –
this corresponds to a very early phase of alternans development,
where APD alternans would be also minimal. In a cell developing
alternans, the amplitude of JSR release oscillation and thus also
diastolic SR loading oscillation self-amplifies to greatly increase
over subsequent beats; however, this cannot be shown using a
model with clamped SR release. Using an unclamped cell without
controlled release shows that during stable-state alternans, the
difference between JSR calcium concentration at the start and the
end of an action potential is much higher (Figure 5D, x1 vs. x2).

Increased and Decreased Magnitude of
SR Release Attenuates Alternans
In the previous section, we characterized how altered release
dynamics modulate alternans, given a fixed calcium release
magnitude. In this section, we instead maintain given dynamics
and study the effect of varying amount of released calcium.
We scaled the conductance of the ICaL current in order to
manipulate the SR release magnitude within an action potential
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FIGURE 7 | Exploring shapes of SR release and alternans vulnerability in the HeRd model. (A) Shown here is the alternans threshold coded by color for various
parameters of release triangle. Base width = release duration. Peak time = absolute time after stimulus administration corresponding to time to peak release.
Alternans threshold = the level of total calcium released above which a cell with the given release duration and time to peak release fails to refill the JSR to the
pre-release state within 400 ms (corresponding to one action potential at the prepacing bcl). (B) The integral of Jtr (JSR refilling) for a fixed total released calcium of
5.45. (C) Shapes of four triangular releases with total released calcium 5.45. The dashed lines vary in release duration, while the solid lines vary in peak position, but
have the same duration. (D) JSR refilling rate. (E) JSR free calcium concentration and an inset of last 5 ms, showing the final calcium concentrations. (F) NSR
calcium concentration.

(see section “Materials and Methods” for details and validation
of near–linear relationship between ICaL conductance and SR
release magnitude). The baseline model with control SR release
magnitude manifests APD alternans of 17 ms amplitude. In cells
with sufficiently decreased SR release (ICaL scaling factor <0.9),
the total SR release was inhibited and no alternans was present
(Figure 8A). This is to be expected: given that alternans in the
model arises from an overtly large JSR depletion which cannot be
refilled, lowering the SR release overall prevents this event from
occurring.

Surprisingly, also sufficiently increased SR release (ICaL scaling
factor >1.2) abolished alternans in the stable state after 2500
beats (Figure 8A). This is a less expected result: since alternans
is driven by SR release oscillations, potentiation of the release
might be expected to increase the alternans magnitude. We note

that scaling ICaL produced only small effects in Jrel dynamics,
such as up to 10% change in Jrel time to peak. According to
results in Figure 7, this would have negligible effects on alternans
vulnerability, particularly for Jrel time to peak of 5 ms as in
the ORd/HRd models. Therefore, the effects of ICaL scaling on
alternans vulnerability in Figure 8 are mainly due to alterations
in Jrel magnitude as quantified in Figure 3.

We noticed that alternans did occur in models with increased
SR release, but only transiently, i.e., before reaching the stable
state (Figures 8B,E). Interestingly, after reaching the stable
state, JSR was fully depleted in every beat. For intermediate
increase in ICaL conductance (scaling factor 1.22, yellow trace in
Figures 8C,D), the decay of Jrel is smooth, similar to the case of
cells with low or normal SR release (Figures 8C,D). However, for
large increase in ICaL conductance (scaling factor 1.3, purple trace
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FIGURE 8 | Alternans at 260 ms bcl with varied ICaL conductance in the HeRd model. (A) APD alternans amplitude (difference in APD between last two APs) at the
end of stable-state pre-pacing. (B) Maximum APD alternans (difference in two consecutive APs) at any stage between pre-pacing APs 30–2500 (first 30 APs were
omitted as the model may manifest large APD changes at the start of the simulations, which are not due to alternans). (C) Examples of Jrel for four ICaL scaling
factors after stable-state pre-pacing, showing alternans for ICaL scaling factor of 0.7 and 1 but not for 1.22 or 1.3; (D) JSR calcium levels aligned with the plot (C),
showing full depletion in both beats at calcium scaling factors of 1.22 and 1.3. (E) Development of APD during pre-pacing for ICaL scaling factor of 1.3, the filled area
represents alternans of APD; first 1500 beats of pre-pacing shown. (F) Increasing CaMKII activity during pre-pacing for ICaL scaling factor of 1.3. (G) Increasing NSR
loading during pre-pacing of the model with ICaL scaling factor of 1.3, measured as NSR calcium at the start of an action potential.

in Figures 8C,D), the SR release drops to zero abruptly. We are
not aware of an experimental study which would report similarly
abrupt termination of the SR release and this could be an artifact
of the model. It follows from a highly accelerated convergence of
the gate variable determining Jrel to its steady-state value of zero
release when Jrel is high, but the JSR loading is low. However, as

described below, the aspect crucial for alternans abolishment is
the fact of depletion, not of the abrupt termination of release.

The full depletion of JSR leads to disappearance of alternans
predominantly by a combination of two factors. The first factor
is that when all releasable calcium in the JSR is released, the
otherwise steep load–release relationship is flattened: when a JSR
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FIGURE 9 | Alternans with varied ICaL conductance in the ORd model. (A,B) are an analogy of Figures 8A,B obtained using the ORd model paced at 260 ms bcl,
showing the data for both endocardial (endo) and epicardial (epi) variant, (C) shows traces of Jrel in the epicardial variant of ORd after 2500 pre-pacing beats at four
different base cycle lengths. The fluctuation in APD alternans amplitude in panels (A,B) are due to a higher APD variability of the ORd model at rapid pacing,
compared to HeRd.

is depleted during a release, increasing the initial JSR loading
further does not translate into considerably increased release
given that there is no additional calcium to be released. Second,
the refilling of JSR is rapid enough to reach the starting JSR
concentration, allowing again for a full depletion in the next
AP. During the pacing shown in Figure 8E, the CaMKII activity
gradually rose (Figure 8F), increasing the reuptake rate of
SERCA pumps, translating into high NSR loading (Figure 8G). In
addition, the total reuptake is generally increased in models with
high ICaL scaling, given that more calcium enters the cell. The
increased NSR loading consequently increases the JSR refilling
rate and allows maintaining the depletion of the SR in the stable
state.

It can be shown that the mechanism of alternans abolishment
via large SR release underlies the difference in alternans
vulnerability between different variants (epicardial, endocardial,
and midmyocardial) of the highly popular human cardiomyocyte
ORd model (O’Hara et al., 2011) used previously to study
alternans (Zhou et al., 2016). In this model, only the endocardial
variant is able to reproduce alternans in stable state.

We repeated the protocols testing the impact of ICaL
modulation on alternans formation in all three variants of the
ORd model. Midmyocardial cells generally manifested behavior
akin to 2:1 block at fast pacing and did not develop stable
behavior, which is why they were excluded from further analysis.
While the endocardial variant of ORd developed stable-state
alternans for similar values of ICaL modifier as HeRd (extended
toward lower values), the epicardial variant was immune to
alternans in the stable state altogether (Figure 9A). However,
observing the maximum alternans amplitude during pre-pacing
(Figure 9B) revealed that alternans did develop in the epicardial
variant of ORd, but only transiently (the baseline alternans
amplitude of 2 ms for low ICaL modifier reflects natural APD
variability in the ORd model), in a similar fashion to HeRd or
endocardial ORd model with highly increased ICaL. Plotting SR
release for different bcls in the epicardial ORd variant, it can be
clearly seen that up to 600 ms bcl (heart rate of 100 bpm, i.e.,
relatively normal), SR release becomes zero abruptly, marking

functional JSR depletion (Figure 9C). Among the differences
between the endocardial and epicardial variants of ORd is the
increased ICaL conductance and increased SERCA reuptake in the
epicardial model, from which the susceptibility to JSR depletion
follows naturally.

Understanding the importance of full JSR depletion may be
applied to gain insight the disappearance of alternans at rapid
pacing in so called “eye-type” alternans, investigated previously
by Zhou et al. (2016) using the ORd model. The study used
a population of models approach to study the differences
between cells manifesting “fork-type” alternans, where the APD
bifurcation opens at a certain pacing frequency and is present at
all faster frequencies (Figures 10A–C), and “eye-type alternans,”
where the bifurcation opens at a given pacing frequency, but then
closes again as the pacing frequency increases (Figures 10D–F).
A population of ORd model cells based on the epicardial variant
with varying channel conductances was simulated. Out of the
2326 simulated cells, 87 manifested alternans: 14 of the eye
type and 73 of the fork type. The proposed key difference
between cells manifesting these two subtypes of alternans was
ICaL conductance. All details of the methodology are given in
Zhou et al. (2016).

We repeated the simulation of the population as described
in the article, measuring JSR depletion in the last two action
potentials, as well as the APD90 and calcium transient. We
hypothesized that the functional depletion of JSR may contribute
to the eye closing at fast pacing frequencies. Consistent with
the hypothesis, we observed that in all the 14 cases of eye-
type alternans, the eye closure occurred at the same bcl as the
functional JSR depletion in both recorded action potentials. At
the same time, in no case of fork alternans did full functional
depletion occur in both action potentials. Figures 10A–C shows a
representative APD, calcium transient, and relative JSR depletion
for the fork-type alternans. Corresponding visualization of the
given features in eye-type alternans is given in Figures 10D–F.
Reducing the bcl beyond 500 ms increases the alternans in
amplitude both in APD (Figure 10D) and calcium transient
(Figure 10E). However, at 450 ms bcl, one of the two last action
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FIGURE 10 | A comparison of fork and eye-type alternans in the ORd model. The left column shows fork alternans in APD (A) and calcium transient amplitude

(B), with underlying fractional JSR depletion per action potential (C), computed as: 100 ∗
(

1− min(CaJSR)
CaJSR,start

)
, where min(CaJSR) is the minimum JSR contents per

action potential and CaJSR,start is the starting JSR calcium concentration in the same action potential. In panels (D–F) are respectively shown APD, CaT, and
depletion in eye-type alternans. All plots show the values of the two last action potentials for every bcl and variable of interest; bifurcation indicates that the last two
action potentials differ in the variable of interest, manifesting alternans.

potentials reaches full functional JSR depletion (Figure 10F),
preventing further divergence of SR release in consecutive beats.
With further decreasing bcl, JSR calcium release keeps increasing
in the other beat, “catching up” the larger of the two releases.
Subsequently, when JSR is fully depleted in both action potentials
at bcl 350 ms, the alternans eye closes (Figures 10D,E).

DISCUSSION

The main findings of this work are: (1) Accelerated dynamics of
SR release attenuate alternans via acceleration of the junctional
SR refilling, while slow SR release promotes alternans. (2) A
sufficient increase in the magnitude of SR release may attenuate
alternans, potentially explaining the formation of “eye-type”
alternans. (3) Alternans in the studied models is mainly driven
by refractoriness of calcium cycling and junctional SR refilling,
supporting SR calcium cycling refractoriness (SRCCR) as a
mechanism for alteranans.

Calcium Driven by SR Cycling
Refractoriness
Numerous previous studies have investigated the subcellular
determinants of calcium transient and repolarization alternans
(Qu et al., 2000; Fox et al., 2002; Picht et al., 2006; Weiss
et al., 2006; Livshitz and Rudy, 2007). In general, these studies
have identified a critical role for SR calcium-cycling properties
in calcium transient alternans development, focusing either on

refractoriness of release via slow reactivation of RyR (Picht
et al., 2006), or slow calcium reuptake resulting in a release-
reuptake mismatch (Weiss et al., 2006). Our work highlights the
potential importance of a third explanation, “SR calcium cycling
refractoriness” (SRCCR).

The explanation of alternans presented in this article relies
primarily on steepness of load–release relationship combined
with limited rate of diffusion between NSR and JSR preventing
timely refilling of releasable calcium. The importance of
NSR→JSR diffusion in alternans was first suggested by Kihara
and Morgan (1991) and it underlies the alternans formation in
the Mahajan model (Mahajan et al., 2008). This process may be
enabled by low mobility of calcium diffusing from reuptake to
release sites (Swietach et al., 2008). The SRCCR-driven alternans
bears similarities with the two major explanations (release-
reuptake mismatch and RyR refractoriness), but is distinct at
the same time. Similarly to the hypothesis of release-reuptake
mismatch, SR calcium oscillations caused by SRCCR play an
important role in alternans generation. On the other hand, the
release-reuptake hypothesis does not include any form of SR
release refractoriness (whether driven by JSR refilling or intrinsic
RyR refractoriness), shown to be crucial in alternans generation
(Shkryl et al., 2012). Both hypotheses therefore offer a slightly
different point of view on the experimental observation that
the upregulation of SERCA pumps and thus improved reuptake
attenuates alternans (Cutler et al., 2012; Stary et al., 2016).

In the release-reuptake mismatch hypothesis of alternans,
upregulation of SERCA pumps directly corrects the mismatch
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between release and reuptake, however, the explanation is
based on an implicit assumption that the reuptaken calcium
is immediately releasable. In models representing intra-SR
diffusion of calcium, it can be seen that even if all released
calcium is reuptaken, it might not diffuse from the reuptake to
the release site in time, failing to prevent alternans. Instead, in
the more advanced model including intra-SR diffusion, increased
expression of SERCA pumps may be seen as a way of increasing
NSR loading. This subsequently translates into larger gradient
between NSR and JSR and thus faster NSR→JSR transport
and consequently accelerated JSR refilling (reducing release
refractoriness). This then attenuates alternans, given alternans
formation in SRCCR hypothesis is directly linked to the JSR
refilling, rather than SR reuptake.

The SRCCR-driven alternans presented here is similar to the
hypothesis on RyR refractoriness driving alternans (Picht et al.,
2006) in that both models rely on a form of SR refractoriness.
The mechanism of refractoriness is however different. Picht
et al. observed alternans without oscillations of diastolic SR
calcium in 20% of cells studied. This is hard to explain using
the SRCCR alternans mechanism, and thus suggests the existence
of an intrinsic RyR refractoriness instead. Consistently with this,
Ramay et al. (2011) observed that the frequency of calcium sparks
(discrete SR release events) may be increased (via caffeine) or
decreased (via tetracaine), supporting the existence of intrinsic
RyR refractoriness. At the same time, however, RyR reopening
soon after the first opening was associated with considerably
diminished spark amplitude, and RyR sensitization via caffeine
did not affect its recovery. Even 300 ms after the previous
calcium spark, the amplitude of the following calcium spark
at a given location was not fully recovered, showing that the
time scale of recovery is consistent with a role in alternans
during rapid pacing. Similar results were observed in a study
by Sobie et al. (2005). This suggests that local JSR refilling
might play an important role in refractoriness of overall SR
release. In addition, the study by Szentesi et al. (2004) showed
that increased SR reuptake accelerates the recovery of SR
release from refractoriness. While this is highly consistent with
accelerated JSR refilling downstream of altered SR reuptake,
it is not immediately obvious how increased SR reuptake
would modulate the intrinsic RyR refractoriness. It therefore
appears that refractoriness of SR release may be driven both by
intrinsic RyR refractoriness and by JSR refilling refractoriness.
Taken together, the literature suggests that the two types of
refractoriness are not mutually exclusive and that both are
physiologically relevant.

Release Dynamics Modulate Alternans
Occurrence
Using manipulation of SR release time constant and using a
synthetic clamping of SR release, we have shown that accelerating
release dynamics improves JSR refilling and acts against alternans
formation. These results are linked to our previous work (Tomek
et al., 2017), where we have shown that alternans is attenuated
when RyR are phosphorylated by β-adrenergic stimulation. The
key feature of RyR phosphorylation in this model was altered

release dynamics: a shorter-duration release and a shorter time
to peak release.

We show that reducing the release time constant (shortening
both time to peak release and release duration) attenuates
alternans, while increasing the time constant promotes it. In
addition, we used a well-controlled SR release clamping approach
to show that both changes to dynamics contribute to reduction
in alternans independently, explaining why they improve JSR
refilling. Conversely, our results show that the combination
of JSR release prolongation, time-to-peak prolongation, and
amplitude reduction promotes alternans. This could provide a
novel explanation of increased alternans vulnerability in cardiac
diseases, such as heart failure (Kodama et al., 2004), hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy (Cannon et al., 1986), or myocardial infarction
(Gardner et al., 2015).

In heart failure, reduced release rate was observed directly by
Yamamoto et al. (1999). Moreover, longer time-to-peak, slower
decay, and reduced amplitude of calcium sparks were observed
(Lindner et al., 2002). Calcium sparks are microscopic releases
of calcium from JSR, the sum of which constitutes total SR
release at a given time (Collier et al., 2000). Such dynamics of
calcium sparks observed in heart failure therefore correspond
precisely to the phenotype of longer release, longer time-to-
peak, and reduced amplitude, which is expected to be vulnerable
to alternans according to our model. Recently, Zhong et al.
(2018) similarly observed that reduced expression of ryanodine
receptors prolonged the SR release, and that this promoted
alternans formation in the hearts.

A further link between alternans vulnerability and release
dynamics may be established via the activity of CaMKII, which
increases the duration of calcium sparks, prolonging calcium
release (Maier et al., 2003; Guo et al., 2006). At the same time,
activity of CaMKII is increased in hypertrophy and heart failure
(Anderson et al., 2011), as well as within the cardiac post-
infarction border zone (Hund et al., 2008), which is a region
vulnerable to alternans (Gardner et al., 2015). Therefore, we
can conclude that the prolongation of SR release might be
contributing to alternans vulnerability in a wide range of cardiac
diseases.

We believe that the importance of modulation of SR release
dynamics is not limited to the presented mechanism of alternans
formation. In the case of alternans driven by the refractoriness of
the ryanodine receptors (Picht et al., 2006), early opening of RyR,
corresponding to accelerated SR release, provides all ryanodine
receptors with more time to recover from refractoriness before
the subsequent action potential. Conversely, slow SR release
requires late opening of ryanodine receptors, which then have less
time to recover, increasing the likelihood of them being refractory
at the start of the following action potential, promoting alternans.

Calcium Amount Released and Alternans
In this study, we have shown that sufficiently strong inhibition or
potentiation of calcium release can protect the calcium subsystem
from alternans. Under inhibited calcium release, the amount of
calcium released via RyR is reduced, so that enough JSR calcium
can be refilled in time during action potential. In the case of
potentiated calcium release, alternans is abolished due to two
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factors: functional depletion of JSR in every action potential,
flattening the steep load–release relationship, and allowing for
rapid JSR refilling through the increased NSR loading.

This phenomenon of full JSR depletion is relevant in
understanding the principle of formation of eye-type alternans
(APD bifurcation which opens with increasing pacing frequency,
then disappearing with further increase in frequency), recently
investigated in human data and simulations by Zhou et al. (2016).
We show that the disappearance of alternans at fastest pacing
frequencies in the eye-type alternans may be caused by functional
depletion of JSR in every beat to eliminate alternans at fast
pacing. The fact that the eye-type alternans cells in the original
study tend to have a higher L-type calcium current conductance
compared to fork-type is consistent with our results. First of all,
the stronger L-type calcium current translates into higher RyR
release, which facilitating functional depletion of JSR at rapid
pacing and eye closing. Secondly, the stronger calcium influx
mediated via increased L-type calcium current contributes to
higher diastolic calcium level, increased SR reuptake, and faster
calcium refilling to JSR, allowing maintenance of full JSR release
in every beat.

More experimental evidence is needed to clarify the JSR
calcium load–release relationship during alternans and whether
full functional JSR depletion may occur. Current evidence
suggests that functional JSR depletion in myocytes is only 60–
80% at most (Bassani et al., 1995; Shannon et al., 2000), even
during alternans (Shkryl et al., 2012). However, it is possible
that the cells studied in these works represent the fork-type
alternans behavior rather than the eye-type. Moreover, it was
observed that caffeine-driven release depletes JSR more than
a normal release driven by elevated calcium concentration
(MacQuaide et al., 2009); it is therefore possible that using
caffeine to estimate JSR contents overestimates calcium releasable
in a physiological way. Consequently, an 80% depletion of JSR
as assessed by caffeine may in fact represent full functional
depletion. It is therefore not clear whether the full depletion
of JSR in the studied computer models is physiological or
if this suggests that the models require further development
in this regard. Investigating the slope of JSR load–release
relationship in myocytes with a wide range of external calcium
stimuli (achievable acutely, e.g., via caged calcium) represents
an interesting experiment which could elucidate whether full
functional depletion may occur at rapid pacing in myocytes.
A potentially important factor to be investigated may be
the role of calcium buffering by calsequestrin in the load–
release relationship. A recent study suggests that JSR depletion
might result in change of calsequestrin conformation and a
subsequent closure of the ryanodine receptors (Manno et al.,
2017). This provides a mechanism of SR release termination,
with possibly similar effect to SR release termination due to JSR
depletion.

An indication that the load-release curve may become flatter
at high SR contents is provided by the work of Posterino and
Lamb (2003) in rat fast-twitch skeletal muscle. The authors show
that after the initial steep phase of load–release relationship,
increasing SR calcium loading does not translate into an

increased SR release (Posterino and Lamb, 2003; Figures 10B,C),
flattening the load–release relationship. While it is not explicitly
shown that the flattening occurs via functional depletion of JSR,
this nevertheless could explain the disappearance of alternans
at fast pacing rates in a similar fashion to our depletion-based
explanation: at intermediate pacing frequencies where the load–
release relationship is steep, alternans may occur. However,
with increasing pacing frequency, the load-release flattening may
dampen the JSR release oscillation, abolishing alternans and
closing the alternans eye. The degree of SR loading at rapid
pacing would then be the key feature determining whether a cell
manifests alternans of the fork or the eye type.

The eye-type alternans was previously observed also in a
mathematical study by Qu et al. (2007). In this work, the
closure of the eye at fast pacing rates was linked to rate-
dependent attenuation of the function corresponding to the
load–release relationship at the very fast pacing rates, assuming
rate-independent reuptake. The functional JSR depletion at the
fastest pacing rates described in our article may be linked to
this mechanism. In our simulations, the reuptake is not rate-
independent, but increases with pacing rate (mainly via CaMKII
signaling). While the load–release relationship is not strictly
reduced at the highest pacing rates, its growth is considerably
attenuated by the JSR depletion. This would presumably allow
the rate-activated SR reuptake to “overtake” the plateauing SR
release, achieving a similar effect to a rate-independent reuptake
and rate-inhibited release.
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